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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
By David Johns

Fellow Members,
These hot and rainy days provide a
backdrop for some continued opti‐
mism over the last 12 months in the
construction related industries in‐
cluding aluminum construction due
to an increase in activity for most of our members.
Our membership continues to improve as we added
eight new members to the Suncoast Chapter and
our UMDA and professional memberships are in‐
creasing with new additions as well.
The State Board Meeting in Crystal River was well
attended and hospitality was provided by the Na‐
ture Coast Chapter and hosted by Kevin and Mary
Sciglia.

Membership, elections and engineering

were the main topics addressed by the board. We

The Town and Country legislation that proposes
The Alternate Screen Enclosure Design Method be‐
came law on April 25, 2013 and is now available for
use. Our code consultant gave an overview at the
board meeting and addressed the procedures and
concerns of the board.
The Professional Engineers Committee continues to
work on issues that affect our livelihood every day.
There were six professional engineers that practice
aluminum design at the last meeting and the next
meeting will be following the August Board Meet‐
ing. All AAF members are invited to attend and ob‐
serve the process as we go forward.
The Nominating Committee, chaired by David
Miller, met and produced the following slate of offi‐
cers to lead our association in 2014:

also discussed the possibility of trying to educate

President: Tom Dowd

unlicensed contractors as opposed to preventing

First Vice‐President: John Meyer

them from working in our industry.
The continued education class on the Guide to Alu‐
minum Construction in High Wind Areas continues
to meet with success and will be offered again at
the State Board Meeting in Sarasota.

Second Vice‐President: Gary Hartshorn
Treasurer: David Johns
Secretary: Richard Gillmore
Continued on next page...
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Elections will be held at the August Board Meeting in Sarasota.
These hot and sticky days will be with us for the remainder of the summer and nothing seems
more appropriate then a nice cool weekend at the beach. Our upcoming State Board Meeting
at the Helmsley Sandcastle Hotel on Lido Beach is just the ticket to take advantage of both the

Board of
Directors

beach and get the latest updates on what is going on in our industry, so plan to attend the
meeting August 16‐17, 2013.
The AAF continues to keep its membership informed and helps them avoid the pitfalls of the
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Aluminum Industry. Please acknowledge the ongoing contributions from our UMDA members
by rewarding them with your business.
Remember that your involvement and giving back to the industry by volunteering on a chapter
or state level is always needed and encouraged.
I hope to see all of you at the State Board Meeting and in the hospitality suite for some cool
tropical refreshments and other special treats.

CEU COURSE AND BOARD MEETING - AUGUST 16 & 17
Join us for the next AAF Board Meeting at the beautiful
Helmsley Sandcastle Hotel, August 17. The Helmsley is
located at 1540 Ben Franklin Drive in Sarasota. To make
your reservation call them directly at (941) 388‐2181. Visit
www.helmsleysandcastle.com for more information on the
hotel.
There will be two CEU courses on Friday, August 16 on Us‐
ing the Guide to Aluminum Construction in High Wind Ar‐
eas (Parts 1 and 2 for a total of 7 hours). The first course begins at 8:30 AM with registration at 8
AM. Cost is only $150 for members or building officials and $225 for non‐members. Lunch will
be provided for course attendees. First time attendees who have purchased the electronic ver‐
sion of the Guide will receive the printed version free (a $250 value). For more information on

For information on advertising,
contact the AAF Office at
(407) 898‐8287.
Byline articles and columns reflect
the opinions of the writers and do
not necessarily reflect AAF
policies or sentiments. While
precautions are taken to ensure
the authenticity and accuracy of
information presented, AAF and its
Board of Directors
assume no liability for statements
printed herein.

these courses and a registration form please visit the AAF website.
Join us Friday evening beginning at 5 PM in the AAF Hospitality Suite. Saturday’s functions begin
at 9 AM with a breakfast followed by the Board Meeting at 10 AM. Everyone is invited to attend
the Professional Engineer Committee meeting which will begin immediately after the Board
Meeting concludes.
Reserve your seat at the Board Meeting by email to aafoffice@bellsouth.net or by phone to 407‐
898‐8287.
We look forward to seeing you there!

SCREEN ENCLOSURES: Changing and Challenging Times
By Tom Johnston, Town & Country Industries

Thirty years ago, most cages were mill finish or ano‐

screen panel. The more buildup, the greater the wind

dized, had flat roofs and 12’ tall was “huge.” Gone are

resistance becomes, creating more load on the struc‐

the two page layouts, 6” beams that could span 30+ feet, #8

ture. You can’t predict how much buildup there will be

self drill screws connecting beams, snap together uprights

so how can an engineer or association figure it in? You

and painted screws aka “will rust for sure.” Today we

really can’t do this accurately. We have some firsthand

have multiple colors, use thousands of “Monster‐Tek

accounts of how cutting the screens, while the enclo‐

Screws” in a beam, use 3/8” concrete screws, have metal

sures were under a full hurricane load and ready to

that you can’t see through (most of us do ) and have so

buckle, literally released the enclosure right back into its

many uprights and braces that you can barely see out of

normal shape. There was no more bending or further

them. All of these changes are making enclosures un‐

damage to the enclosure. Well, that turned on a light

affordable to your typical homeowner. They now require

bulb, and after speaking and listening to some promi‐

wind‐tested screen, intense engineering that can run up‐

nent engineers who said, “Well if you remove the part

wards of 30‐pages, can be multi‐story cages over 35’ tall

that creates the load, what would you expect to hap‐

and are being designed to be “Hurricane Resistant.” No

pen,” and seeing the dramatic change to an actual sam‐

one can argue that today’s cages are stronger and light

ple of screen under full hurricane load when 30% of it was

years ahead of the old ones, but have we lost touch with

plastered with leaves, the idea of an alternate design

the average family and why these structures were devel‐

(with some strong limitations to prevent misuse) was

oped in the first place?

born.

There has been a good bit of controversy over the new

Before this concept got under way, we had conversations

“Alternative Screen Enclosure Design,” and just to make

with the Florida Board of Professional Engineers about

sure everyone is on the same page, this is just an option

screen enclosures and proper engineering. It is very ob‐

and no one has to use it. The key word here is

vious that many engineers now know exactly how criti‐

“Alternative,” and it’s not meant for every cage and every

cal the connections in an enclosure are and exactly how

circumstance. It can’t be used on multi‐story enclosures or

complicated they can to be to handle lateral loading. The

cages where a homeowner can’t get to the panels that

two front corner bays are the worst of all. I am sure we

will need to be removed, retracted or cut without a lad‐

could engineer some fantastic alternatives that could

der.

really handle some of these huge forces, like pouring
concrete for all the uprights, strapping the mansard

So why the need for an “Alternative” method? In our
opinion, it’s really very simple; to offer an alternative
method of designing pool enclosures, so these structures
can achieve their original purpose of keeping leaves and
bugs out of the pool area, increase the quality of out‐
door living and to make the screen enclosures more af‐
fordable to the average family.

splices, adding some more braces with some fancy new
connectors and so on, but selling $30,000 to $40,000
screen enclosures to the average family isn’t realistic. For
the average family, enclosures have gotten so expensive
that they are no longer on the front burner for an improve‐
ment or replacement. The effects from the hurricanes,
along with the insurance industry’s reluctance to insure

One of the significant issues that we learned while testing
screen outdoors, with a real wind blowing machine on a

them, have also taken their toll on the number of enclo‐
sures going up or being replaced. Since homeowners

full sized sample, is the effect of debris building up on the
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ARE YOUR EMPLOYEES PACKING HEAT?
By Don Leggett, Insurance Office of America

Employers are generally not allowed to prohibit a customer, employee or invitee from keeping a legally owned
firearm inside a locked, privately owned motor vehicle parked in a parking lot, even on an employer’s private
property. There are two exceptions to this rule:
 Employees who wish to keep a firearm inside their privately owned vehicle must possess a valid
concealed‐weapons permit. (This requirement is not extended to customers and invitees.)


 All employees, customers and invitees are prohibited from keeping a firearm inside a vehicle parked on
any school property; at any correctional institution; on property owned or leased by a public or private
employer that conducts national defense, aerospace or homeland‐security operations; and on any
property that manufactures, uses, stores or transports combustible or explosive materials, as regulated
under state or federal law.

Additionally, the law imposes multiple restrictions on both public and private employers:
 Employers are prohibited from conditioning employment on whether an employee or a prospective
one has a gun license.


 Employers are not permitted to terminate an employee or otherwise discriminate against one simply
because the individual keeps a firearm inside his or her locked, privately owned vehicle.
 Employers may not prohibit or attempt to prevent any employee, customer or invitee from entering
the parking lot or place of business because his or her vehicle contains a legal firearm.

SCREEN ENCLOSURES: Changing and Challenging Times
...continued from previous page

already have a list of things to do when preparing their residence for a storm, we felt adding only a minor amount
of things to do to secure their enclosure was reasonable. Remember, the alternate design concept is not for every‐
one. If your customer is away for the hurricane season, this might not be the design concept for them. If your cus‐
tomer is a year‐round resident or has someone to prepare their home for a storm, then this becomes an option.
It’s our belief that if enclosures are a little simpler and more affordable, if the beams are a little smaller and engi‐
neering is made a little easier; maybe more homeowners would chose to invest in one. There are some additional
benefits to this as well, by requiring that enough replacement screen be left onsite for a one‐time replacement;
contractors should have a list of jobs that they can get crews out to immediately to start re‐screening and generat‐
ing revenue for their companies. Also, having several homeowners with screen on‐site might take the immediate
pressure off of the screen manufacturers and give them time to ramp up. Don’t forget about the shortage of screen
and screen allocations after Hurricane Wilma in 2006; that delay to homeowners wasn’t good for our industry.
We didn’t take on this initiative to benefit only Town & Country, we did it to help the industry, and we’ll continue to do
whatever we can to support the industry. We exist to support your needs, and we are truly blessed by your busi‐
ness.
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AN EXPLANATION OF THE ALTERNATIVE DESIGN METHOD
FOR SCREEN ENCLOSURES (RULE 61G20-1.002 FAC)
By Joe Belcher, JDB Code Services, AAF’s Code Consultant

The 2012 Florida Legislature passed a bill requiring the Florida Building Commission to adopt a rule for inclusion within the Florida
Building Code. The rule was to address an alternative design methodology for screen enclosures taking into account the reduced pres‐
sures on the enclosure frame when screen was removed. The legislation was initiated by a supplier of materials to the industry and
was seen as a means of revitalizing the industry. The Rule, 61G20‐1.002 FAC, went into effect on April 25, 2013, and will be incorpo‐
rated into the 2013 Florida Building Code with statewide application.
This article will be a point‐by‐point discussion of the meaning of the provisions contained in the rule and will address questions arising
in the field. Each section of the rule will be presented verbatim with discussion following each section. The number and letter article
identifier are sub‐sections of Rule 61G20‐1.002 FAC.
 (1) The purpose of this Rule is to provide an alternate method for designing aluminum screen enclosures as defined by the
Florida Building Code, permitting the loads of the structural frame to be based on portions of the screen in the screen walls
removed, retracted, moved to the open position, or cut. The use of framing materials other than aluminum is allowed in ac‐
cordance with Section 104.11 of the Florida Building Code, Building Volume, incorporated herein by reference, effective Au‐
gust 2011, as adopted in Rule 61G20‐1.001, F.A.C. The method applies only to walls and roofs with 100% screen. The provi‐
sions of Chapter 1 of the Florida Building Code, Building Volume, shall govern the administration and enforcement of this
Rule.” (Emphasis provided)
Discussion. The first section of the Rule establishes the intent and the scope of the Rule. Some have taken it to be a direction for de‐
sign; however, it is simply an alternative to traditional design methods. The method recognizes there will be less pressure on the frame
with some of the screen removed.
The Rule also allows for materials other than the traditional aluminum provided the building official finds that the material, method or
work offered is, for the purpose intended, at least the equivalent of that prescribed in this code in quality, strength, effectiveness, fire
resistance, durability and safety.
Finally, the Rule clearly states it applies solely to screen enclosures consisting of screen walls and roofs. While the code definition of
screen enclosure provides for solid roof systems, they are not permitted in designs using the screen removal alternate design method‐
ology. The section specifies 100% screen precluding solid roofs or solid wall areas such as kick plates.
 (a) Screen enclosure frames designed in accordance with the screen removal alternates of this rule, shall be designed using
signed and sealed site‐specific engineering and shall be designed in accordance with the wind load provisions of the Florida
Building Code, Section 1609.1.1, incorporated herein by reference, as adopted in Rule 61G20‐1.001, F.A.C.” (Emphasis pro‐
vided)
Discussion. All screen enclosure designs under the rule are required to have signed and sealed site specific engineering. While there
are prescriptive documents available and Florida Statute permits the design of screen enclosures without site specific engineering,
those provisions do not apply to designs under the alternate presented in Rule 61G20‐1.002.
 (b) Designs that consider these screen alternates shall comply with Florida Building Code, Building Volume, Section 2002.4 and
Table 2002.4, incorporated herein by reference, as adopted in Rule 61G20‐1.001, F.A.C., using the 110 mph column as modi‐
fied by Table 2002.4A, incorporated herein by reference, as adopted in Rule 61G20‐1.001, , F.A.C., with all screen panels in
place.” (Emphasis provided)
Discussion. The Rule specifies the design pressure to be used for screen enclosures designed in accordance with the alternate method.
Continued on next page...
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AN EXPLANATION OF THE ALTERNATIVE DESIGN METHOD
...continued from previous page

The designer would select the appropriate Exposure Category under the 110 mph column of Table 2002.4 and use that design pressure
with the appropriate height adjustment factor from Table 2002.4A. This provision is applicable statewide.
The question has arisen, or the statement has been made, that the use of the 110 mph column reduces the wind resistance require‐
ments of the code. This is not the case. Engineering analysis has demonstrated that the frame of a screen enclosure designed to with‐
stand 110 mph winds with all screen in place will withstand 180 mph wind speeds or greater with screen removed. As covered in a
later section of the Rule, the designer will be required to stipulate which screens are to be removed.

Continued on next page...
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AN EXPLANATION OF THE ALTERNATIVE DESIGN METHOD
...continued from previous page

 (c) Designs using strength design or load and resistance factor design in accordance with the Florida Building Code, Building
Volume, Section 1605.2, incorporated herein by reference, as adopted in Rule 61G20‐1.001, F.A.C., or allowable stress design
methods of the Florida Building Code, Building Volume, Section 1605.3.1 incorporated herein by reference, as adopted in
Rule 61G20‐1.001, F.A.C., shall be permitted.” (Emphasis provided)
Discussion. The rule provides for the use of either of the design methods presented within the code.
 (d) The design shall be by rational analysis or by 3D Finite Element Analysis. Either method will be acceptable. “(Emphasis
provided)
Discussion. There was considerable controversy several years ago regarding the correct method of analysis to use when designing
screen enclosures. The Rule permits the use of either of the methods at the discretion of the designer.
 (2) Where screen enclosures are designed in accordance with the screen removal alternates of this rule, removable screen
may consist of removable panels, retractable panels, or by designating specific screen panels in the design in which the
screen is to be removed by cutting the screen. Removable panels shall be removed, retractable panels shall be placed in the
retracted position without increasing the load on the affected area. Screen designated in the design to be cut shall be com‐
pletely cut when wind speeds are forecast to exceed 75 mph.” (Emphasis provided)
Discussion. This Section addresses the types of removable screen systems which may be used. Acceptable types include removable
panels, retractable panels, or designating specific screen panels in the design to be removed by cutting the screen. The provision stipu‐
lates the position of the screen when removed or retracted cannot increase the load on the area. This is intended to prevent systems
that slide horizontally and stack up thereby making that portion of the wall see a greater load. Finally, the Section further specifies the
screen is to be removed, retracted, or cut when wind speeds are forecast to exceed 75 mph. This trigger (75 mph) was taken from the
provisions for vinyl and acrylic wind breaks.

Continued on next page...
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AN EXPLANATION OF THE ALTERNATIVE DESIGN METHOD
...continued from previous page

 (3) Where screen enclosures designed in accordance with the screen removal alternates of this rule serve as the barrier re‐
quired by the Florida Building Code at Sections 424.2.17 and R4101.17.1, incorporated herein by reference, as adopted in
Rule 61G20‐1.001, F.A.C., the required minimum height of the barrier shall be maintained when screen panels are retracted,
removed, moved to the open position, or cut.” (Emphasis provided)
Discussion. This requirement was added to the Rule at the request of Building Officials Association of Florida (BOAF). The code sec‐
tions referenced address the requirements for residential swimming pool barriers. In cases where a “standard screen enclosure”
serves as the required barrier, the barrier must remain in place when screen panels are retracted, removed, moved to the open posi‐
tion, or cut. This provision does not mean a rail is required at forty‐eight inches for all screen enclosures; the rail at forty‐eight inches is
required solely where the screen enclosure serves as the required barrier.
 (4) Where screen enclosures are designed in accordance with the screen removal alternates of this rule, retractable screen
panels, removable screen panels, and screen panels identified to be cut shall be clearly identified on adjacent structural mem‐
bers with highly visible permanent labels, at each panel, or by other means approved by the local building depart‐
ment.” (Emphasis provided)
Discussion. This section provides that panels to be retracted, removed, or cut be clearly identified by permanent and highly visible
labels at each panel. The term “permanent labels” is used numerous times throughout the code and is defined as “PERMANENT LA‐
BEL. A label that cannot be removed without noticeable damage.” To allow some flexibility, the building official is provided the author‐
ity to approve identification by other means.
 (5) Where screen enclosures are designed in accordance with the screen removal alternates of this rule, the retraction of
screen panels, removal of screen panels, or cutting of screen panels shall not require the use of ladders or scaffold‐
ing.” (Emphasis provided)
Discussion. The provision was added at the request of BOAF to prevent accidents. It is anticipated means of retracting, removing, and
cutting screens from the ground level will be developed. Such means could consist of cranks for retractable screens or a razor tool for
insertion into the end of existing telescopic pool cleaner tools. It should also be noted here that the Rule does not limit the height of
the screen enclosure. A screen enclosure extending from the underside of the roof to the ground of a two story dwelling is a one‐story
screen enclosure. The code defines story as “STORY. That portion of a building included between the upper surface of a floor and the
upper surface of the floor or roof next above.”
 (6) Engineering documents submitted with building permit applications shall identify the panels to be removed, retracted,
opened, or cut.”
Discussion. The section requires the submitted engineering documents submitted for building permits to identify the panels to be re‐
moved, retracted, opened, or cut.
 (7) Where screen enclosures are designed in accordance with the screen removal alternates of this rule based on removing
screen panels by cutting the screen, the contractor shall provide replacement screen for a one‐time replacement of all
screen and spline designated by the design to be cut.” (Emphasis provided)
Discussion. The Rule requires replacement screen be left with the homeowner to replace any screen designed to be cut away. This is
not a requirement for the contractor to replace the screen, but to provide replacement screen for a single occurrence. Obviously, this
only applies where the design includes the option of cutting specified screen panels.
(8) Where screen enclosures are designed in accordance with the screen removal alternates of this rule, the contractor shall
Continued on next page...
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AN EXPLANATION OF THE ALTERNATIVE DESIGN METHOD
...continued from previous page

provide written notice to the owner and the local building code enforcement department that the owner must retract, re‐
move, or cut a panel or panels of the screen enclosure in accordance with the project engineering design or the manufac‐
turer’s instructions when wind speeds are expected to exceed 75 mph.” (Emphasis provided)
Discussion. Finally, the contractor is required to give written notice to the owner and the local building department informing the
owner he or she must take the appropriate action when wind speeds are forecast to exceed 75 mph.

Continued on next page...

MARK YOUR CALENDAR - FUTURE AAF MEETINGS
November 8 & 9, 2013
Annual AAF/UMDA Golf Tournament,
Vendor Tabletop Show and Board Meeting
Mystic Dunes ‐ Celebration

August 16 & 17, 2013
AAF CEU Course and Board Meeting
Helmsley Sandcastle Hotel ‐ Sarasota

Keep up‐to‐date on all AAF meetings by
visiting the AAF website.
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AN EXPLANATION OF THE ALTERNATIVE DESIGN METHOD
...continued from previous page

Joe Belcher is an independent code consultant that represents AAF in the code development process. Members wishing further information, or to comment on the
matters discussed in this article can contact Mr. Belcher through AAF, the Aluminum Association of Florida.
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AAF’s 2013
Aluminum Construction Industry Awards




Categories & Official Rules
Eligibility
All licensed aluminum construction contractors who are
members of AAF are eligible. You must be an AAF member to
enter the contest.
Entry Details
AAF reserves the right to eliminate a particular category if no
entries are submitted, or two or more classes may be com‐
bined at the judges’ discretion.
A completed entry form and payment of the entry fee is re‐
quired and must be submitted with each entry. Additional
entry forms are available on request. Any reproduction of
the entry form that is completely legible is acceptable. The
entry form is on the reverse side of this page.
Projects may be entered in more than one category. A sepa‐
rate entry form and fee must be submitted for each category
entered.
All entries and accompanying photographs become the prop‐
erty of the Aluminum Association of Florida, Inc. AAF re‐
serves the right to use any of the submitted materials in its
own publications and for promotion or display purposes.

Awards Presentation
The winners of each class will receive:
1. A wall plaque
2. Recognition at the AAF Annual Golf Tournament /
Board Meeting
3. Recognition in AAF publications
4. Headline AAF Web Banner for 1 Month
Awards will be presented to the winners at the annual AAF/
UMDA Golf Tournament on November 9.

Special Supplier Awards
Be sure to list the Suppliers who provided the materials on
your project. Please call AAF at 407‐898‐8287 for updates on
which suppliers are participating.

Categories of Entry
1. Carports, Canopies and Walkways
2. Glass Enclosures (new and conversions)
3. Pool Enclosures (single level)
4. Pool Enclosures (multi level)
5. Screen Room (solid roof)

Each Entry Must Include
1. Entry form filled in completely
2. Entry fee: $40 per entry
3. A minimum of two and maximum of six 8” x 10” color
photos of the completed project from different view
points. Color lasers or inkjet print out are NOT
acceptable. Before and after photos are not required,
but they do help! Supporting documents such as
drawings are helpful too.
4. A release form signed by the property owner
Judging
The installation will be judged as to architectural compatibil‐
ity, creativity, overall appearance, fitness of purpose and
proper detailing.
Judges will not know the names of those submitting entries.
All photographs and accompanying entry blanks will be coded
and identified by number only. The decisions of the judges
are final. As a condition of entry, each contestant agrees to
accept those decisions.
The panel of judges will be selected by the President of the
AAF in cooperation with the Committee Chairman.

6. Vinyl Enclosures (new or conversion)
7. Railing
8. Green Product Application
9. Aluminum Awnings & Shutters (includes any of the
following)
A. Hurricane Storm Panel
B. Accordion
C. Hinge Colonial and Bahama Shutter
D. Roll Up Shutter
E. Impact Windows
F. Fabric
10. Miscellaneous

Deadlines for Entry
All entries must be received in the AAF Office NO LATER
THAN October 31, 2013.
Late entries will NOT be judged but will be held over for the
2014 contest.

AAF’s 2013
Aluminum Construction Industry Awards




Official Entry Form
ENTRIES MUST BE RECEIVED IN
THE AAF OFFICE NO LATER THAN OCTOBER 31, 2013.
LATE ENTRIES WILL BE HELD OVER FOR 2014 YEAR JUDGING.
Name:

Phone:

Company:

Fax:

Address:
City, ST Zip:
Email:

AAF Chapter:

Class Entered:
Description of Project (Provide Details, Dimensions Required):

Location of Project (City and State):
Names of Major Suppliers (of materials used in construction):

If you win an award, would you like news releases sent to your local paper?
Newspaper:

 YES (complete below)  NO

Contact:

Address:

I hereby certify that the information provided on this form is true to the best of my knowledge and that I have been
granted permission by the owner of his agent to photograph this installation.
Signature:

Date:
MAIL TO:
AAF ‐ Construction Contest
3165 McCrory Place, Suite 185
Orlando, FL 32803
(407) 898‐8287

AAF’s 2013
Aluminum Construction Industry Awards




Waiver

I

release
(NAME)

(CONTRACTOR’S NAME)

And give my approval for photographs and descriptions of the project
completed at:
(PROJECT ADDRESS)

To be used for entering the Annual AAF’s Construction Contest. This contest is held
yearly by the Association at their annual Trade Show and Convention. If this entry
wins a specific category, I give permission for photographs and descriptions to be
used in advertising and/or public relations, such as News Releases, Brochures,
Calendars or in any other such promotional activity on behalf of the Association.

(PROPERTY OWNER’S SIGNTURE)

(WITNESS SIGNTURE)

(DATE)

(DATE)

AAF GLITCH CHANGES FOR FLORIDA BUILDING CODE, 2013 EDITION
By Joe Belcher, JDB Code Services, AAF’s Code Consultant

A number of changes were submitted to the Florida Building Code on the behalf of the industry by the
AAF code consultant working with the AAF Technical Committee. The 33 page report from Joe Belcher
can be found on the AAF website.
The glitch code change process should be completed at the August meeting of the Florida Building Commission. The operative word be‐
ing “should”, since as the old saying goes, “It isn’t over until it’s over!“ Absent any unusual happenings, the Commission should complete
the work this month. The effective date of the code has been moved from March 2014 to July or August 2014 and may slip further. As‐
suming completion of the glitch process at the August meeting, the final draft will be reviewed and sent to the International Code Council
(ICC). The code will then go through several further editorial reviews, be formatted and sent back to Florida for a final review before ap‐
proval for printing. Florida law requires the code be available for a minimum of six months before implementation. Since the Commission
cannot control the time necessary for the review and preparation, a firm implementation date cannot be set at this time.
The code consultant submitted a number of glitch changes on the behalf of the industry. All of the changes received recommendations of
approval or approval as modified from the Structural TAC. Glitch changes submitted include:
Mod 6189: This was a change to correct the grammar in the definition of screen enclosure in the Florida Building Code, Building,
to clarify the definition applies to lightweight roofs as well as patio roofs; decks, such as a condominium deck; and the roof of a building,
such as over a previously open lanai.
SCREEN ENCLOSURE. A building or part thereof, in whole or in part self‐supporting, and having walls of insect screening with or
without removable vinyl or acrylic wind break panels and a roof of insect screening, plastic, aluminum or similar lightweight ma‐
terial, or other materials and assemblies such as a patio, or deck, or roof of a structure. (Note: Original Mod 5726 added all lan‐
guage after lightweight material as new for 2013 code.)
Mod 6233: This added the changes to the definition of habitable space in the FBCR to exclude screen enclosures and certain
categories of sunrooms. (Note: This change was made to the FBCB in Mod 5725, but did not the upload to the FBCR.)
HABITABLE SPACE. A space in a building for living, sleeping, eating or cooking. Bathrooms, toilet rooms, closets, halls,
screen enclosures, sunroom Categories I, II and III as defined in the AAMA/NPEA/NSA 2100, storage or utility spaces and
similar areas, are not considered habitable spaces.
Mod 6243: This change was to add the screen enclosure definition to the FBCR and was further modified to correct the grammar
as in Mod 6189. Mod 6230 was withdrawn by the code consultant in favor of Mod 6243 as modified. (Note: This change was made to the
FBCB in Mod 5726, but corresponding mod did not upload to FBCR.)
Mod 6234: This change specifies screen enclosures may be designed as Risk Category I. The code consultant further modified
the change to reference FBCB Figure 1609C. (Note: The reference to Figure 1609C is necessary to obtain the Risk Category I wind speeds.)
R301.2.1.1.1 Aluminum structure design. The AAF Guide to Aluminum Construction in High‐Wind Areas shall be permitted for
the construction of the aluminum structures therein addressed. Screen enclosures shall be permitted to be designed in accordance with
the Florida Building Code Section 2002 and shall be permitted to be designed as Risk Category 1 in accordance with FBCB Fig. 1609(C).
Vinyl and acrylic panels shall be permitted and shall be removable. Removable panels shall be identified as removable by a decal. The
identification decal shall essentially state: “Removable panel SHALL be removed when wind speeds exceed 75 mph (34 m/s).” Decals shall
be placed such that the decal is visible when the panel is installed.
While changes to industry proposals are not anticipated, the code consultant will review the draft of the code when it becomes available;
review all proposed glitch changes to determine what, if any, impact on the industry; and will participate fully in the Glitch Code Change
process.
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R.I.P. KNUCKLE BUSTERS? - NOW WHAT DO I DO?
By Lisa Beneduci, US Data Capture

Flat un‐embossed cards are now being issued by bank branches and credit unions! That’s right, no more raised numbers on the cards. If
you have a retail walk‐in facility this new practice may be of concern. You may see the manual imprinters known as knuckle busters or
zip zaps in the Smithsonian Institution in a few years, no kidding.
I have been approached by merchants wanting to know what to do if their power goes down and they cannot run their dial‐up terminals,
or what if their internet server may be temporarily down. What do they do?
Try optimizing the way you process. It’s quite simple, merchants may want to have a wireless backup to process transactions. A smart
phone, wireless laptop, IPAD, etc. No more equipment costs to your merchant service provider. Secure transactions. To further opti‐
mize your transaction processing and keep your interchange fees down, you can also add a swiper for lower transaction costs utilizing
your devices. For example, if you accept a debit card, why not pay .15% x your average ticket, as opposed to 2.78% x your average ticket,
utilizing The Square. Smart phones are great for small business owners as well.
Something to think about.

RETURN TO WORK POLICY IS FOR PROFIT POLICY
By Don Leggett, Insurance Office of America

Why would your company want to bring an employees back to work before he or she is 100%healthy. The answer MONEY, Your MONEY!
Most states allow an Experience Rating Adjustment (ERA) for medical‐only claims. This rule implements a 70‐percent reduction in the
cost of a medical‐only claim for purposes of the mod calculation.
This means that if you have a $10,000 medical‐only claim, only $3,000 is included in the mod calculation. But, let’s say that same claim
includes a $100 check for lost time, which brings the total claim cost to $10,100. How much is now included in the mod calcula‐
tion? $10,100 – the full amount. The adjustment is strictly limited to medical‐only claims; even a minimal indemnity payment will cancel
out this cost‐saver. That $100 indemnity check could increase your premium payments because the adjustment is not applied.
What’s the best solution? Know your state’s indemnity waiting period (see the chart below) and whenever possible, get your employees
back on the job before lost‐wage indemnity payments kick in.
Split‐point changes make return to work matter even more: Of course, some accidents will become lost‐time claims, simply because of
the nature of the injuries.
The National Council on Compensation Insurance rolled out a change to mod calculation in 2013. In previous years, only the first $5,000
of a claim was considered a “primary” cost, and included at full value in the mod calculation. The rest of the claim was considered
“excess,” and only a percentage was included.
Beginning in 2013, the “primary” amount of a claim will increase from $5,000 to $10,000. And, this primary limit is expected to continue
increasing each year. In 2014, it rises to $13,500, and in 2015, it will bump up to at least $15,000, and will be further adjusted according
to nationwide claims data.
This change means claims costs included in your company’s mod have the potential to double this year – and triple by 2015. Because
claims costs now have a much greater impact on your mod, working with an agency that has developed workers’ compensation solutions
using analytical methodology and onsite claim counselors to expedite the employee’s return to work.
Contact Don Leggett, Managing Partner at IOA to see if you qualify for this free service or your company can initiate the PX4 Workers
compensation loss control system before your WC Mod gets out of control.
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AAF UMDA MEMBERS
DEAL WITH THE SEAL
Eastern Metal Supply, Inc.
Bill Feeley
4268 Westroads Dr.
West Palm Beach FL 33407
(800) 343‐8154
bfeeley@easternmetal.com
www.easternmetal.com

Aluminum Specialties Wholesale
Chuck Fowler
2245 Porter Lake Dr.
Sarasota FL 34240
(941) 371‐3380
cfowler@ultrastainless.com
American Building Products
Samuel Ethridge, Jr.
5600 Jefferson Hwy. W‐2, Ste. 248
Harahan LA 70123
(504) 734‐9941
sam12341@bellsouth.net
Unavailable

Elite Aluminum Corporation
Dan Cooke
4650 Lyons Technology Parkway
Coconut Creek FL 33073
(954) 949‐3200
dan@elitealuminum.com
www.elitealuminum.com

American Metals Supply
Santos Gonzalez
3119 Queen Palm Dr.
Tampa FL 33619
(813) 242‐8100
santos.gonzalez@americanmetals.us
www.americanmetals.us

Groff Aluminum Florida Corp.
Mauricio Mosquera
13125 NW 47th Ave.
Opa Locka FL 33054
(305) 687‐4195
mmosquera@groffaluminum.com
www.groffaluminum.com

ASI Building Products
Cookie Brinkman
4720 E. Adamo Dr.
Tampa FL 33605
(813) 247‐4667
cbrinkman@asibp.com
www.asibp.com

Insurance Office of America Tampa
Don Leggett
4915 W. Cypress
Tampa FL 33607
(813) 637‐8877
don.leggett@ioausa.com
www.ioausa.com

CECO
Gary Howard
204 37th Avenue N, #183
St. Petersburg FL 33704
(866) 285‐6247
info@cecoaluminum.com
www.cecoaluminum.com

SAVE THE DATE!
November 8, 2013
AAF/UMDA Golf
Tournament
Mystic Dunes Golf Resort
Look for details soon!

Eagle Metal Distributors, Inc.
Mitch Mells
603‐B W. Landstreet Rd.
Orlando FL 32824
(407) 367‐0688
mitch@eaglemetalsinc.com
www.eaglemetalsinc.com
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AAF UMDA MEMBERS
DEAL WITH THE SEAL
JM Fastener World, Inc.
James Monaco
114 S. Eastside Dr.
Lakeland FL 33801
(863) 665‐5754
james.monaco@jmfastenerworld.com
www.jmfastenerworld.com

PGT Industries
Jeremy Flynn
1070 Technology Dr.
North Venice FL 34275
(941) 480‐1600
JFlynn@pgtindustries.com
www.pgtindustries.com

KTC Metals
Arnaldo Aguilera
660 W. 83rd St.
Hialeah FL 33014
(305) 819‐0509
arnaldo@ktcmetals.com
www.ktcmetals.com

Southern Specialty Products
Jeff Johnson
6536 Gentle Ben Cir.
Wesley Chapel FL 33544
(800) 806‐1106
jeff.johnson@southernspecialtyproducts.com
www.southernspecialtyproducts.com

LouMac Distributors
Scott Myers
12650 W. Links Rd., Ste. 6
Ft. Myers FL 33913
(239) 466‐4405
scott@loumac.com
www.loumac.com

Town & Country Industries
Christian Smith
400 W. McNab Rd.
Ft. Lauderdale FL 33309
(954) 970‐9999
christian.smith@tc‐alum.com
www.tc‐alum.com

Metal Tech, Inc.
Steve Buzzella
7635 W. 2nd Ct.
Hialeah FL 33014
(305) 823‐2323
steve@metaltech.com
www.metaltech.com

US Data Capture
Lisa Beneduci
5912 5th Ave. N, #10E
St. Petersburg FL 33710
(727) 804‐5218
lbeneduci@usdc.com
www.usdc.com

Metals USA
Virgil Cole
7815 American Way
Groveland FL 34736
(800) 874‐0002
vcole2@metalsusa.com
www.buildingproductsusa.com

Window Craftsmen, Inc.
Ben Jakubauskas
6031 Clark Center Ave.
Sarasota FL 34238
(941) 922‐1844
wci@windowcraftsmen.com
www.windowcraftsmen.com

PCA Products
Terence Breeden
P. O. Box 4605
Sevierville TN 37864
(865) 429‐6464
tlb@pcaproducts.com
www.pcaproducts.com

to all of our Supplier Members for their
continued support of AAF and its contractor
members. To learn more about how your
company can become a Supplier Member
please visit the AAF website.

A BIG THANK YOU
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INTERESTED IN ADVERTISING?

METAL THICKNESS MORE THAN
MEETS THE EYE

By Cookie Brinkman, ASI Building Products

Alumination is emailed to over 1500 individuals inside the
State of Florida and beyond . Alumination is also uploaded to

Aluminum thickness seems like a subject nobody wants to

the AAF website. All advertisements are full color. See be‐

talk about. Everybody is speculating about it but no one can

low for ad rates and fees.

provide me with exact details, specs or wants to point the
finger at certain dealers and suppliers. It is going on right
now but nobody wants to admit they are using or produc‐
ing these light gauge extrusions and they might have their

FULL PAGE AD
Size: 8.5” x 11”

hand in the cookie jar. Savings and/or more profits for
them both. I won't tell if you don't tell. It is a "hot potato"

AD RATE
$100 PER ISSUE

issue.
This issue is on hold for right now until other issues de‐
velop. This "nominal thickness" game has been going on
for a long time in Florida and it’s still happening everyday.
It started with other down gauged products in the past and
is now an issue again with aluminum extrusions. IE. Alumi‐
num soffit. .019. aluminum verses .011 gauge. A prescrip‐
1/2 PAGE AD
Size: 8.5” x 5.5”

tive spec verses a performance spec. IE. .040 plus or minus
200000 thousands of an inch on extrusions. ASI is commit‐
ted to bringing the best product at the best price for the

AD RATE
$75 PER ISSUE

Aluminum Industry.

WELCOME TO OUR NEWEST MEMBERS!
MID FLORIDA CHAPTER
 Bullseye Contracting ‐ Cocoa
 Miller’s Screens ‐ Port Orange

1/4 PAGE AD
Size: 4.25” x 5.5”

PROFESSIONAL
 D.W. Smith, MS, PE (FBC Plans & Engineering) ‐ Dade City
SUNCOAST CHAPTER
 Aluminum Concepts of Florida, Inc. ‐ Wesley Chapel
 Brate Aluminum & Construction ‐ Ruskin
 Design Aluminum Exchange, Inc. ‐ Tampa
 Tampa Screens & Aluminum, Inc. ‐ Tampa

AD RATE
$40 PER ISSUE

To reserve your spot in the next issue Alumination contact

SOUTHWEST CHAPTER
 Intrusion Protection Technologies, Inc. ‐ Sarasota
 Wilhite Aluminum, Inc. ‐ Bradenton

the AAF Office at (407) 898‐8287 or

UMDA
 American Metals Supply ‐ Tampa
 Groff Aluminum Florida Corp. ‐ Opa Locka

The deadline for the next issue is October 25, 2013.

aafoffice@bellsouth.net.

Articles can also be submitted by October 20 to
aafoffice@bellsouth.net
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